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ABSTRACT
The Indian government launched the Smart Cities Mission (SCM) in 2015 to
drive economic growth and improve people’s quality of life in 100 cities across
the country. Over the past four years, various smart projects have been
implemented in the selected cities. This report documents the status, progress
and experience of implementing the SCM in Delhi. It presents the findings of
an empirical investigation of five of the projects undertaken in the New Delhi
City Centre area: a public-private-partnership approach is adopted in setting up
the projects; start-ups are being given the opportunity to address unmet
community needs; and the projects are resulting in socio-economic benefits for
the people. Problems persist, however, and this report outlines these
shortcomings that need to be addressed in the current SCM in Delhi.
I. INTRODUCTION: THE ‘SMART CITY’ CONCEPT
Governments and organisations in various parts of the world are in search of
solutions to urban problems such as scarcity of water and other resources,
traffic gridlocks, and crime. Traditional methods of governance are failing to
address these emerging challenges of urbanisation, especially in the face of a
huge and growing urban population. In this respect, one idea that has evolved is
that of creating ‘smart cities.’
In 2005, upon the advice of the Clinton Foundation, US technological
company Cisco Systems began working on the idea of producing technological
solutions to make cities more sustainable.1 Subsequently, IBM, another USbased IT company, began to use IT to make cities ‘smarter.’ Application of smart
technology solutions in various activities demonstrated a positive impact in
terms of improving quality of life. Over time, the demand for IT-based smart
solutions grew in other parts of the world. IT companies saw this requirement
as an opportunity, and many entered into the business of developing solutions
for urban problems. Examples of their contribution are now visible in many
urban sectors in the US and many other countries.
Scholars and other institutions around the world have tried to build
understanding of the ‘smart cities’ concept. There is, however, no universally
accepted definition of a smart city. A number of perspectives converge on the
role of technology in building a ‘smart’ city:
Ÿ

2

“A smart city is a designation given to a city that incorporates information
and communication technologies to enhance the quality and performance
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of urban services such as energy, transportation and utilities in order to
reduce resource consumption, wastage and overall costs. The overarching
aim of a smart city is to enhance the quality of living for its citizens through
smart technology;”2
Ÿ

“A smart city is an urban area that uses different types of electronic
Internet of Things sensors to collect data and then use insights gained
from that data to manage assets, resources and services efficiently;”3

Ÿ

“With efficient use of low-powered sensors, wireless networks, web and
mobile-based applications, smart cities can monitor environmental
conditions, track energy usage and help citizens access improved living
4
conditions.”

There is thus a growing belief that advanced technologies might be effective
tools to cater to rising demands in urban spaces, and technology needs to be
integrated into governance practices in a significant manner. This
conceptualisation of a smart city might be further illustrated with the help of
real examples from different parts of the world. The following examples from
BRICS nations (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) help build an
understanding of the penetration of technology into governance and everyday
life (see Box 1).
Box 1: Use of Technology in BRICS Nations
Brazil
Ÿ Web-based consultative platforms—namely, the Human Development

Atlas and Social Vulnerability Atlas—provide data on the demographic,
education, income, employment, housing, and vulnerability conditions
in municipalities and metro regions.
Ÿ Smartphones are used by citizens in the favelas (slum neighbourhoods)

to report misconduct and brutality by state forces.
Russia
Ÿ A secondary level of digitalisation, allowing for a detailed assessment of

the supply and demand for different aspects of life such as health,
education, transport, and public administration, is slowly being
achieved.
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Ÿ The Our City app, developed by the Moscow city government, helps

citizens in solving problems related to housing and public utilities and
allows them to monitor municipal work.
Ÿ An app-based e-referendum system, Active Citizen, allows the Moscow

city government to submit vital issues for consideration of citizens.
Ÿ An Intelligent Transport System allows for monitoring traffic, predicting

traffic conditions, and handling road capacity on the basis of traffic flows.
Ÿ Video cameras installed in clinics allow staff to observe patient-doctor

interactions.
India
Ÿ The MyGov platform allows the public to exchange ideas and views,

which are vital inputs for decision- and policymaking.
Ÿ Websites created by urban local governments provide information and

various services to the citizens.
Ÿ An Aadhaar card (with a 12-digit random number) issued to over a billion

citizens helps them in obtaining various government services and
subsidies.
China
5

Ÿ A four-layer architecture to guide future development of cities has been

adopted; investments are being actively made in new technologies, such
as Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing.
Ÿ IT companies like Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent support the offices of

Shenzhen and Guangdong municipal governments with internet services,
providing faster speeds for the sharing of government information.
Ÿ Big data platforms, built by Teradata, collect data on different aspects of

city life, including finance, insurance, transport, health, and education,
to use in policy-making; In Shanghai, data on places most frequently
visited by the elderly (such as grocery stores and parks) help in the
formulation of effective mobility plans.
South Africa
Ÿ A Geographic Information System (GIS)-based methodology has been

used to assess and plan for the provision of social facilities.
Source: Rumi Aijaz, ed., Smart Cities Movement in BRICS (New Delhi: Observer Research Foundation and Global Policy
Journal, 2017).

4
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Indeed, while the modern discourse on urbanism revolves around the
concept of the smart city, there are divergent views on the instruments that
could be most effective in bringing it to life. On one hand is a purely
‘technocratic’ school of thought, which promotes the vision of complex allconnected city systems, from utilities to traffic management, based on data
collecting devices and fully run by artificial intelligence. An alternative reading
of ‘smart’ puts emphasis on the high quality of human capital of the residents
6
and their proactive participation in the life of a city and its communities.
A recent survey of 174 cities worldwide reveals that several European and
North American cities are ahead of South American, African, and Asian cities
on various dimensions of ‘smartness.’ London, New York, Amsterdam, and
Paris figure high on the list of smart cities. Indian cities are ranked low, between
153 and 169, with the top spot acquired by Bengaluru, followed by Mumbai,
Delhi and Kolkata. The lowest ranks are assigned to Lagos, Caracas, Lahore and
7
Karachi.
The rankings are based on the IESE Cities in Motion Index which assesses a
city’s development in nine dimensions (and 96 indicators) “considered keys to
progress: human capital, social cohesion, economy, environment, governance,
urban planning, international outreach, technology, mobility and
transportation.”8
Although many governments have embraced the idea of a smart city and are
engaged in designing and applying smart tech-based solutions to various urban
problems, no city in the world can yet be truly labelled a ‘smart city.’ This is
because even the cities of the most industrialised nations continue to
experience certain unfavourable social, economic, or environmental
conditions. Vienna, for example, ranked as the “most liveable city” on the
planet,9 or London, declared the “smartest city” in the world,10 cannot be said to
be equally liveable for all its residents. For one, their immigrant populations are
“subject to racial slurs, restrictions on access to services, feeling unsafe and
being harassed by the police.”11
Scope of the Report
India’s urban population size is massive, with the figure pegged by the latest
official census at 377.11 million in 2011, comprising 31.15 percent of the total
population. Today, with the increasing emphasis on urban development and
the wide range of opportunities in urban areas, urbanisation continues
unabated, and is in fact increasing. A major concern is how India will offer an
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improved quality of life to these ever-growing numbers of urban citizens.
Various urban problems have emerged over the years, and addressing them
remains a major challenge. Recent urban reform measures offer a ray of hope.
The Smart Cities Mission (SCM) is one of the many measures that aim to
improve living conditions in cities. Targeted at 100 existing cities of India, the
SCM was launched by the Indian government in 2015. As the SCM nears the
completion of its first phase, this report seeks to understand its scope and
functioning in the city of Delhi. This research has been determined by the
following questions:
Ÿ

What is the scope of the smart cities vision developed for Delhi?

Ÿ

How are the projects performing, and what are the ‘smart’ features within
the projects?

Ÿ

What is the experience of implementing the projects, and how are citizens
benefitting?

Ÿ

Where has Delhi reached in its journey of becoming a smart city, and what
should be the way forward?

Delhi has been selected for this study as it is India’s capital city, housing the
country’s highest levels of administration and judiciary. Further, the presence
of some of the country’s best knowledge bases and technical institutions makes
the city a centre of creativity and innovation. Despite these valuable resources,
which have great potential to influence and aid change, Delhi grapples with
numerous challenges and offers a poor quality of life for many of its populace.12
The city thus provides an appropriate environment to understand whether the
various activities and projects listed in its smart city proposal exhibit the
desired levels of ‘smartness’ in terms of enhancing citizens’ access to basic
services, addressing grievances, incorporating greater use of eco-friendly
energy sources, promoting non-motorised modes of travel, and building the
city’s identity through its culture and heritage.
The rest of the report is structured as follows: the next section describes
India’s SCM. It gives an overview of the process followed in selecting the 100
Indian cities, the costs involved in the SCM, and the activities initiated
–following selection by the government agencies. The fourth and fifth sections
present a case study of Delhi, as one of the cities selected under the SCM.
Providing information on the modes adopted to implement the SCM in Delhi,
these sections include details related to the area selected in Delhi for
6
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transformation and the reason for its selection; the characteristics of the selected
area; the number, type, and cost of projects proposed in the area; and the sources
of funds. The report appraises the different types of projects proposed for
implementation to assess the potential of the smart cities vision developed for
Delhi. The sixth section examines the status of some of the projects
implemented in the selected area of Delhi with emphasis on the following five:
1. The Charkha Museum and training centre
2. Public amenities centre (PAC)
3. Smart motor vehicle parking
4. Public bike sharing
5. Digital information and service panels
These projects were selected as they are operational. The author undertook
visits to project locations in the months of October and November 2019, and
held interactions with those managing the projects wherever possible.
The sixth section examines the project-related information collected
through this primary research to evaluate the ‘smart’ components within these
projects and their overall performance. The final two sections describe the
findings and the important lessons learnt from the study.
In preparing this report, in addition to the limited literature available in the
public domain, the author has relied on the publications of the Census Office of
India, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, and the New Delhi Municipal
Council (NDMC).
II. INDIA’S SMART CITIES MISSION: OVERVIEW AND EVALUATION
The Government of India launched the SCM on 25 June 2015 for the duration
of five years (2015-16 to 2019-20).13 The Mission aims to improve living
conditions in 100 existing cities across India. At least one city from every
state/union territory was selected under the SCM to implement the concept of
a ‘smart city.’ The goal was to be accomplished by improving various types of
infrastructure and services including water, sanitation, energy, mobility,
education, and health. Over 130 million urban dwellers (or 35 percent of the
country’s urban population) are expected to benefit from this initiative.
In every Indian state/union territory there are numerous settlements; only
a 100 were chosen for the SCM. The selection of the 100 cities was based on
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their preparation of a smart city proposal and other fixed criteria such as urban
population, number of cities in the state, distinctive characteristics (i.e., any
religious/historic/tourist importance; position as capital city; centre of
business/industry/transport), and the performance of the city’s civic agencies.
Cities that received the highest scores on the basis of these criteria were chosen.
In the preparation of their smart city proposals, cities sought assistance and
opinions from citizens, elected representatives, urban planners, and Indian and
14
foreign consultants.
th

The 100 cities were selected in phases, with the 100 city being selected in
June 2018. Following their selection, the cities constituted Special Purpose
Vehicles (SPVs) and appointed Project Management Consultants to drive the
initiative through decision-making, project designing, and financing. Exactly
one year after launching the SCM, that is, from 25 June 2016, smart city projects
began to be implemented in the selected cities. To assist state/local governments
and citizens in preparing their visions of a smart city, broad guidelines have been
formulated by the Ministry of Urban Development. These are based on four
pillars of development: institutional, physical, social, and economic. The SCM
document encourages cities to consider achieving the following smart city
features: mixed land use, inclusive housing, walkable localities, open spaces,
multiple transport options, citizen-friendly governance, and strong city identity.
The central government’s SCM outline states that its aim “is to promote cities
that provide core infrastructure and give a decent quality of life to its citizens, a
15
clean and sustainable environment and application of ‘Smart’ Solutions.”
The SCM guidelines also state that the costs for undertaking activities
under the SCM will be borne by the Centre and the state/local governments on
a “matching” basis. The total cost of the projects proposed under the SCM is
estimated at INR 2,050.18 billion. Each city will receive approximately INR 2
billion each from the central and the state/local government per year. The SCM
guidelines provide that “government grants of both Centre and State will be
16
leveraged to attract funding from internal and external sources.”
Area Selected in Delhi
Delhi registered a population of 16.78 million in 2011, spread over a
17
geographical area of 1,483 sq km (see Table 1). It is governed by five agencies:
the three Municipal Corporations of Delhi (North, South and East), the New
Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC), and the Delhi Cantonment Board (see Figure
1). In 2011, the NDMC-governed area registered a total population of 257,803
and an area of 42.74 sq km.
8
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Figure 1: Location of New Delhi City Centre in Delhi

Source: Map of Delhi obtained from Delhi Urban Art Commission, Public Art Policy, Guidelines and Master Plan for Delhi
(Draft), June 27, 2018;
Map of NDMC obtained from NDMC Portal, https://ndmc.gov.in/pdf/NDMC%20Base%20Map%20(Pan-City)%20%20FINAL.pdf.
Note: The New Delhi City Centre (NDCC) is the only area selected from Delhi under the SCM. It is situated within the
NDMC area and is marked in red in the above map.

Table 1: Population and Area of Delhi, 2011
Local Government

Population

% of Total
Population

Area (in sq.
km.)

% of Total
Area

1.

Municipal
Corporations of Delhi
(MCD) – North, South
& East

11,034,555

65.72

1,397.69

94.24

2.

New Delhi Municipal
Council (NDMC)

257,803

1.53

42.74

2.88

3.

Cantonment Board

110,351

0.65

42.57

2.87

4.

MCD (for Census
Towns in Delhi)

4,966,190

29.58

N.A.

--

5.

MCD (for villages in
Delhi)

419,042

2.49

N.A.

--

100.00

1,483

100.00

Total for Delhi

16,787,941

Source: Census of India, District Census Handbook - NCT of Delhi, Village and Town Wise Primary Census Abstract,
Series-08, Part XII-B (Delhi: Directorate of Census Operations, 2011).

Under the SCM, only a small portion (i.e., 2.2 sq km) of the NDMC area,
designated as the New Delhi City Centre (NDCC), is selected for area-based
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development (ABD) over a ten-year period from 2015 to 2025. Areas under the
administration of the NDMC are preferred for several reasons:
Ÿ

The NDMC has acquired a higher rank in work performance when
compared to the other municipal corporations, and it is thus thought to be
in a favourable position to implement sophisticated projects;

Ÿ

It possesses a superior level of IT infrastructure (servers, storage, cloud)
and network;

Ÿ

It has previous experience in implementing smart projects;

Ÿ

It has achieved debt free status since 2009-10, has received “AA” credit
rating, and has a surplus budget for the last three years.18

At the time of selection of an area from Delhi, other areas under the
jurisdiction of the NDMC—namely, Chanakyapuri and Sarojini Nagar—were
also under consideration. However, the NDCC is the preferred choice as the
area is a hub of activities and holds social, cultural and economic significance.
Comprising Connaught Place (CP) and connected surrounding areas (see
Figure 2), the NDCC is made of the central business district of CP, markets,
hotels, residences, schools, health centres, historical monuments, heritage
sites, open spaces, government offices, offices of international organisations,
recreational areas, and religious places. The footfall the area receives, the
relative ease of implementing projects as well as their foreseeable benefits has
led to its selection for retrofitting.19
Figure 2: New Delhi City Centre

Source: Map of NDCC area obtained from NDMC Portal, https://ndmc.gov.in/pdf/Area-based%20Map%20_
NDCC%20-%20FINAL.pdf.

10
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Therefore, when one says that Delhi is one of the selected cities under
India’s SCM, it is actually a very small area of Delhi (i.e., the NDCC area) that is
selected for transformation. This approach is aptly referred to as ‘area-based
development.’
Proposed Smart City Projects and Costs
As per the NDMC’s smart city proposal, 36 projects have been proposed for
implementation.20 The projects have been determined based on an assessment
of the characteristics of the area and interactions held with stakeholders
(through face-to-face meetings, competitions, and online/offline mediums).
They pertain to sectors such as mobility and parking, sanitation and hygiene,
health, education, energy, recreation (happiness and cultural areas),
streetlights, and water (see Figure 3 and Table 2). A maximum number of
projects are on mobility and sanitation. The agency aims to apply innovation to
all possible fields.
Figure 3: Number of Proposed Smart City Projects for New Delhi City Centre

0

1

2

NUMBER OF PROJECTS
3
4
5
6
7

8

9

10

Mobility & Parking
Miscellaneous
Sanitation & Hygiene
Health
Education
Energy
Happiness & Cultural Area
E-governance
Street Lights
Water
Source: New Delhi Municipal Council, Smart City Proposal, December 2015,
https://ndmc.gov.in/pdf/Smart%20City%20Proposal_NDMC_RevisionV1.pdf.
Note: Details of miscellaneous projects are provided in Table 2.

While the total number of projects is listed as 36, this is a broad number.
Projects listed under one heading, such as EV charging facilities at parking
bays, app-integrated cycle tracks, smart bus stops, and sensor-based smart
parking, will eventually be implemented at numerous locations within the
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NDCC area. Therefore, the total number of projects undertaken is expected to
21
be more than 36.
Table 2: List of Projects as per NDMC Smart City Proposal
Sector
Mobility &
Parking

Miscellaneous

12

No.

Project

1

Para-transit including PELICAN crossing facilities for
differently-abled/senior-citizens

2

Electric vehicle (EV) based last mile connectivity to metro/bus
transport

3

EV charging facility at each parking bay

4

App-integrated cycle tracks

5

E-surveillance, including e-challan, for enforcing traffic
discipline

6

Parking for Intermediate-Public-Transport (IPT) such as taxis
and autos

7

Smart bus stops providing interactive bus
information/ATM/Wi -Fi

8

Multi-level automated parking at KG Marg, Shivaji terminal &
near IOC building

9

Sensor-based Smart Parking Management System linked to a
centralised mobile application

10

Pedestrianisation of inner circle of CP, free from unauthorised
hawkers

1

Sensor-based Common Service Utility Duct

2

Addition of ATMs/pet adoption centres/advertisements at
subways to transform them into vibrant spaces

3

Signature Giant Smart Digital Screen displaying traffic
information/social messages/alerts/cricket
updates/advertisements

4

Transformation of public toilets into 'smart' Public Amenities
Centres by adding ATMs/ pathology labs/e -commerce
centres/rooftop renewable energy

5

Single card access to New Delhi inclusive of banking/Jan-Dhan
yojana/insurance/movie tickets

6

Behavioural transformation through instilling appropriate
values through mass & social media

7

Delhi international festival

8

Global capital city award
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Sanitation

1

Geo-tagged bins

2

Provision of new bins

3

Automatic sewer-cleaning machine

4

Augmentation of existing mechanised road-cleaning machines

5

Green (horticulture waste) to gas smart plant

1

Cloud-based e-healthcare system to integrate all public
medical facilities

2

Centralised hospitalisation facilitation for EWS for enabling
them to access private hospital beds reserved for EWS, &
provision of transportation service for transfer to private
hospitals

3

Virtual medical service to provide a network of online
volunteer doctors, exchange of volunteer blood donors, real
time availability of blood in blood banks

1

E-learning solutions in all NDMC schools in the form of smart
classrooms, fibre connections, digital content, virtual labs,
digital library, 360 degree monitoring of students & teachers

2

Centralised e-records of students' health

1

Rooftop solar panels (public & private buildings)

2

Smart grid installation & solar power integration to enable
electricity continuity

1

Happiness areas for cultural and social needs of citizens

2

Introduction of signature initiative for the city’s identity and
culture

1

Hierarchical command and control centre for integrated
urban management & public safety/security through CCTV
surveillance

2

E-governance and use of innovative structuring to enable
start-ups & established private players to contribute to world
class governance

Street Lights

1

Transformation of electric poles into Smart Poles with LEDs
equipped with incident driven controllers, communication
infrastructure, Wi-Fi access points, air quality sensors, noise
pollution sensors

Water

1

Smart water and wastewater management

Health

Education

Energy

Happiness &
Culture

e-Governance

Source: “List of Projects as per Smart City Proposal: NDMC”, NDMC,
http://smartcities.gov.in/upload/uploadfiles/files/NDMC_projects.pdf.
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Since the achievement of the SCM’s goals depends on proper
administration and citizen cooperation, the project list also includes measures
to improve the working of administrative bodies (or the quality of urban
governance) and achieve behavioural transformation. Thus, a command and
control centre that will operate 24/7 is being set up by Larsen & Toubro in the
NDMC office; it will help coordinate work, monitor about 30 utility services in
real-time, and redress people’s grievances. The centre will be the nodal point for
data and information on various services.
The total capital cost of the 36 planned projects is estimated at INR 18.97
billion. Over one-half of the money will be spent on the development of the
energy sector. Mobility, parking, and water sectors will also receive substantial
funding. The NDMC shall fund up to 32 percent of the total costs. The
remaining expenses will be borne by the government or other private sources
(see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Capital Costs and Funding Sources for Proposed Projects

Project Cost (Rs. in million)
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

Energy
Mobility & Parking
Water
Miscellaneous
Education

PPP funds
15%

Sanitation & Hygiene
Happiness / Cultural Areas
Street Lights

NDMC funds
32%

E-governance
Health

Smart city
grant, Urban
Ministry
26%
Convergence
funds of
centrally
sponsored
shemes
27%

Source: New Delhi Municipal Council, Smart City Proposal, December 2015,
https://ndmc.gov.in/pdf/Smart%20City%20Proposal_NDMC_RevisionV1.pdf.

As of 2017-18, the NDMC had allocated INR 2 billion to the SPV. The central
government had matched this with a grant of INR 1.94 billion. The NDMC
22
earmarked funds amounting to another INR 1 billion for the SPV in 2019.
According to available information, the current total expenditure on the
23
projects is INR 700 million .

14
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Project Implementation Status
The NDMC constituted an SPV in July 2016 for the implementation of the
smart city proposal and to ensure timely completion of projects. The SPV is
headed by a full-time CEO from the IAS cadre who is assisted by a team of
professionals and officers from the state and national governments as well as the
private sector. The important timelines in this regard are summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Timeline of Smart Cities Mission in Delhi

Date

Activity

25 June 2015

Launch of Smart Cities Mission by Government of India

15 December 2015

Smart City Proposal submitted by New Delhi Municipal
Council (NDMC) to Urban Ministry (KPMG Advisory Services
Pvt. Ltd. assisted NDMC in preparation of Smart City
Proposal)

28 January 2016

Selection of NDMC area of Delhi for retrofitting

28 July 2016

Constitution of Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV), namely
NDMC Smart City Limited (a public limited company) for
executing and managing projects

October 2016

Implementation of smart projects begins

Source: (i) New Delhi Municipal Council;24 (ii) NDMC Smart City.25

According to information available on the NDMC website, 11 projects have
26
been completed so far. These include water ATMs, outdoor gyms, the Charkha
27
Museum, a biomethanation plant, solar rooftops, a modern nursery, smart
parking facilities, happiness areas, and facade lighting at Palika Kendra. Other
projects that have been launched are high-speed optical fibre connections, WiFi services in public places, smart poles (street lights) with cameras and
environmental sensors, solar trees with LED lights and mobile charging points,
an ideation centre for promoting smart entrepreneurs, 50 LED interactive
screens, smart classrooms in government schools, the Ambedkar Vatika and
two high-tech nurseries as happiness areas, four mechanical road-sweepers,
28
two litter-picking machines and ten auto-tippers.
While it has been over three years since work related to the implementation
of smart projects began in the NDCC area, given the extensive nature of the
jobs that remain to be undertaken, the NDMC smart city is still seen as a work
29
in progress. Some projects that have been completed are described below.
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30

Charkha Museum and Training Centre: The Charkha Museum has been
established in the park above Palika Parking in Connaught Place (see Figure 5).
This initiative aims to promote a distinctive cultural identity in the city,
economically empower the weavers associated with the khadi (handwoven
cloth) industry, and to popularise khadi’s use.
Figure 5: Charkha Museum and Training Centre, Connaught Place

Museum (outside view)

Museum (inside view)

Training Centre

Source: NDMC, http://charkha.ndmc.gov.in/gallery_museum.html.

The project, inaugurated on 21 May 2017, was designed by the NDMC in
collaboration with the Khadi and Village Industries Commission. On the
occasion of the museum’s inauguration, charkhas (spinning wheels) were
distributed to artisans. The museum showcases a collection of vintage
charkhas, donated by individuals from various Indian states as well as pictures
showing Mahatma Gandhi operating a spinning wheel in 1925. Some of his
earthly possessions (diary, prayer book, bowls, and sandals) are also on display.
People who have an interest in India’s cultural heritage visit the museum. An
entry fee of INR 20 per person is charged.
A training centre has also been established in the premises of the Charkha
Museum. It is named the Ganga Ben Kutir in tribute to Ganga Ben, the woman
who taught Gandhiji the art of spinning the charkha. The centre offers a oneweek course in spinning yarn for INR 1,300. Trained workers come from Raj
Ghat (where a memorial and exhibition dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi is
established) to impart training.
At the time of the author’s visit in October 2019, the premises were open to
the public and well maintained. However, the projector—used for showing a
film on Gandhiji using the charkha—was not functional. The author also learnt
that the classes for persons interested in learning how to spin yarn were not
being held on a regular basis, and people had to collect application forms
(costing INR 236) in person from Raj Ghat as these were not available online.
Public Amenities Centre (PAC): One of the SCM’s undertakings is to improve
citizens’ access to basic services. In this regard, existing public toilets in the
16
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NDCC area are being transformed into smart PACs that provide, under one
roof, four essential services – a toilet, a water ATM, a cash machine, and a digital
clinic. An amount of INR 45 million has been earmarked for this purpose.
Several such centres are already functional (see Figure 6). These PACs are being
built through an arrangement where the NDMC provides space—land and
built structure—to private companies who then offer these services.
Figure 6: Public Amenities Centre, Janpath and Mandi House

Public Amenities Centre

Digital Clinic and Water ATM

Source: Author.

For example, a Mumbai-based company, Asian Oncology Pvt. Ltd. (AOPL),31
runs the digital clinics in the PACs. It provides a range of health care services,
including medical tests (blood sugar, blood pressure, ECG, haemoglobin,
cholesterol), health packages, and free doctor consultation on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. The amount charged by the clinic for offering various services
varies from INR 10 to INR 1,000. For citizens, visiting such clinics to obtain
medical services is easier than going to city hospitals or government
dispensaries, which are overburdened. During work hours (9 am to 6 pm
excluding Sunday), a trained technician (who has completed a certificate course
in EMT-emergency medical technician), hired by AOPL, is present in the centre
for conducting the tests, instantly issuing test reports, and providing basic
medicines (including crocin, digene, and cough syrup). The author’s visit to a
clinic and his interaction with the technician present there on 19 October 2019
revealed that the clinic was functional and about 15-20 patients visited the
clinic every day. At the time, the centre was not conducting tests for dengue and
malaria. The author also learnt that due to frequent disruption of internet
services, difficulties were faced in the timely issue of test reports.
One of the other facilities offered in the PACs is the water vending machine
(or water ATM). These machines provide potable drinking water at a nominal
price (i.e., 300 ml for INR 1, 500 ml for INR 3, 1 litre for INR 5). This price is
much lower than that of the bottled mineral water available in the market,
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which costs between INR 15 and 20. JanaJal, a private Noida-based enterprise,
has installed the machines.32 They can run on solar or electric power and
dispense up to 15,000 litres of water per day. The machines are monitored
twenty-four seven from a central control centre that provides JanaJal
information about daily operations and revenue collection. A visit to the
Janpath PAC revealed that the machine installed here was functioning
properly, but the water ATM at Mandi House PAC was out of order and thus
closed down.
Smart Motor Vehicle Parking: Connaught Place (CP) is one of the most
happening places in Delhi. Every day thousands of people, including foreign
tourists, visit CP for shopping and recreation. Most people prefer to travel to CP
in private motor vehicles (cars, SUVs, two-wheelers), and thus the area receives
a large number of vehicles. CP has several areas designated as surface parking
lots. For the convenience of motorists, and to better utilise parking spaces, the
lots are being upgraded under the SCM (see Figure 7). The NDMC has
partnered with Neptune Automatic, a Noida-based company that offers
innovative parking solutions in this endeavour.33
Figure 7: Parking Facilities in Connaught Place

Digital display board shows occupancy status

Automatic boom barrier

Source: (i) Author; (ii) Industrial Safety Review Magazine.34

A visit to upgraded parking areas shows the presence of CCTV cameras and
digital display boards at the entry points to inform drivers in advance about
occupancy status. Boom barriers have been installed at entry and exit points.
At present, users can obtain parking tickets either from automatic ticketdispensing machines or from electronic hand-held devices used by the parking
management staff. For parking their vehicles, motorists are required to pay
between INR 10 (for two-wheelers) and INR 20 (for cars) per hour. Under a
public-private partnership arrangement, the NDMC receives either 61 percent
of the total parking charges collected by the concessionaire excluding taxes or
INR 75 lakhs per month, whichever is higher. Once the project is complete,
18
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information about the occupancy status of each parking lot will also be
transmitted to the upcoming command and control centre at the NDMC
headquarters. The centre will then make it available to the public via a mobile
application and web portal. With this information, users will be able to check
availability of parking space and go to the nearest available parking location.
For this purpose, a mobile application named PoochhO has already been
developed by the Delhi Integrated Multi-Modal Transit System.
Public Bike Sharing: A ‘smart bike’ project, meant for travelling short
distances, is being implemented in the NDCC area with the support of the
German company Nextbike. Under this scheme, people can pay a nominal fee
(INR 10 for up to one hour of use) and hire a bike through their smartphones.
About 50 smart bike stands, holding a total of 500 bicycles, have been
constructed (see Figure 8).The bicycles are equipped with GPS, front and rear
LED lights powered by a dynamo, and a QR code-based system for
locking/unlocking. A technology-driven mobility platform Yulu has also been
launched by a Bengaluru-based company to promote eco-mobility in the NDCC
and NDMC areas. The cycle-like electric bikes can be used by downloading the
Yulu application and paying a fee. Through such measures, the city
administration aims to curb the air pollution caused by motor vehicles and
other human/natural activities in the Delhi region, cover the gaps in first/last
mile connectivity, and reduce traffic congestion.35
Figure 8: Smart Bike and Electric Bike Stands

Smart Bike Stand

Yulu Bike Stand

Source: (i) SmartBike, https://www.smartbikemobility.com/en/delhi/; (ii) Author.

Digital Information and Service Panels: In the inner circle of Connaught
Place, numerous digital panels have been installed by Signpost India, a
private enterprise, in association with the NDMC and MTNL. Besides
advertisements and infotainment, these panels provide up to 1 GB free data,
36
Wi-Fi, and mobile charging points (see Figure 9). Many people can be seen
using these services.
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Figure 9: Digital Display Boards, Connaught Place

Source: Author.

In addition to the above-mentioned projects, the print media also informs
about the progress of other projects completed in Delhi under the Mission.
Two of them are discussed below.
Smart Classrooms: At the N.P. Bengali Girls Senior Secondary School near
Gole Market, classrooms have been equipped with projectors and digital
boards that are used with video tutorials to make it easy for students to learn
various theoretical concepts. As mentioned in one source, smart classrooms
37
are helping to improve the performance of students as well as teachers.
Smart Electricity Meters: To enhance consumer convenience, all
conventional meters have been replaced with smart meters by the NDMC in
partnership with Energy Efficiency Services Limited. Smart meters help check
data entry errors, reduce billing inefficiencies, and cut the costs of manual
meter reading by using a web-based monitoring system instead. It is expected
that the use of smart meters will result in savings worth crores of rupees.38 The
GPRS-enabled meters, which are integrated with the NDMC IT system, allow
consumers to track energy usage from their mobile phones; a smart meter tab
is added to the NDMC’s 311 App home page to keep the consumers informed
about their energy consumption habits.
III. SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS
The following are the most important findings presented in this report
regarding the status of India’s SCM in Delhi:
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Ÿ

Instead of the entire city, a very small geographical area of Delhi (i.e., New
Delhi City Centre or NDCC) measuring 2.2 sq km or 550 acres (i.e., less than
one percent of Delhi’s area) which is under the jurisdiction of NDMC is
selected for transformation over a period of ten years (2015-2025). This
approach is known as ‘area-based development’. For this area, a wide range
of infrastructure projects are proposed.

Ÿ

NDCC area is a hub of activities, and the social, cultural and economic
significance, the footfall received, ease of implementation of past projects
as well as foreseeable benefits led to its selection for retrofitting.

Ÿ

Infrastructure projects were identified by NDMC based on assessment of
area characteristics and interaction with stakeholders; KPMG Advisory
Services Pvt. Ltd. assisted NDMC in preparing the Smart City Proposal. An
SPV has been constituted for implementing the Smart City Proposal, and
ensuring timely completion of projects.

Ÿ

The proposed projects are on mobility and parking, sanitation and hygiene,
health, education, energy, recreation, e-governance, streetlights, and
water. NDMC aims to apply innovation to all possible fields.

Ÿ

A 24X7 command and control centre is being established in Palika Kendra
(office of NDMC) with the support of L&T for ensuring coordination in
work, real-time monitoring of about 30 utility services, and redressal of
people’s grievances. The centre will be the nodal point for availability of
data and information on various services.

Ÿ

The total capital cost of proposed projects is INR 18.97 billion. Over onehalf of the cost will be spent on the development of the energy sector.
Mobility and parking, and water sectors will also receive substantial
funding. NDMC shall fund up to 32 percent of the total costs. Remaining
costs shall be borne by other government and private sources.

Ÿ

The NDMC portal informs about completion of 11 projects, and several
others are in various stages of implementation.

Ÿ

An empirical investigation of five projects (namely charkha museum, public
amenities centre, motor vehicle parking facilities, public bike sharing, and
digital information/service panels) reveals that the (i) projects are
operational, and some problems exist; (ii) PPP approach is adopted in
setting up the project (s); (iii) start-ups are given the opportunity to
address unmet community needs; and (iv) social and economic benefits are
being derived.
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IV. CONCLUSION
This study shows that a beginning has been made towards transforming the 2.2
sq km NDCC area of Delhi into a smart city; a number of projects have been
implemented that are meeting various requirements of urban residents.
However, the pace of transformation and project implementation is slow. At
this rate, it will take several more years to achieve the goal of transforming
Delhi into a smart city.
The report’s evaluation of the projects and their ‘smart’ features also
raises questions about their effectiveness and appropriateness for the
broader goals of the SCM. A detailed appraisal of the five projects presented in
this report shows that they often fall short in terms of execution and upkeep.
Thus, while the Charkha Museum helps to build cultural identity, the
investment made on the attached training centre is a matter of concern. Due
to a lack of interest in learning the art of spinning yarn, the training centre
generally remains closed.
Similarly, the PACs offer useful, basic services but some of them—such as
the one at Mandi House—have been constructed at improper locations. Built in
spots such as the middle of a footpath, the centres inconvenience pedestrians
and force them to walk on the road, creating the risk of accidents. Such land use
interventions should have been undertaken in consultation with expert urban
planners. Additionally, more attention needs to be paid to the maintenance of
the centres; they will otherwise rapidly deteriorate over time.
The smart bike and electric bike facilities also display oversights in
implementation. While bike facilities have been brought in, the NDCC area is
not yet ready for them. To the best of the author’s knowledge, cycle lanes have
not been created on any road in the area. As a result, the bikes can only be used
on roads where fast moving motor vehicles pose a serious accident-risk.
Further, a proper network of bike stands—which would allow users to hire a
bike from one stand and leave it at another—has not been created. The present
network covers a small area and is not effectively planned. For these reasons,
the initiative doesn’t have many takers and there is a possibility that the
condition of the under-utilised bikes will deteriorate in the near future.
Additionally, the smart city projects initiated in Delhi do not always address
key issues in the area or look at the larger picture. The smart parking project
addresses the urgent requirement for well-regulated and convenient parking
facilities. However, the existence of surface parking lots all over Connaught
22
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Place and their upgradation under the SCM favours an easy solution over a
more sustainable one; thus, it is not a good example of a ‘smart’ initiative. The
large number of parked vehicles defaces the grand look of Connaught Place. It
also affects the walkability of the area, and the emissions from vehicles lead to
the deterioration of air quality. All over the world, the idea of having car-free
zones in neighbourhoods is being pursued. The Delhi administration continues
to overlook such initiatives.
The digital information and service panels installed in the inner circle of
Connaught Place have also become quite popular, and the number of people
using the services available in the panels is increasing by the day. At the same
time, other more noticeable problems continue to trouble CP: cleanliness is
lacking in the inner and outer circles (walkways); sanitary conditions in Palika
Bazar, a popular underground market, have deteriorated over time; hawkers
occupy a large portion of many footpaths; lane driving is generally not followed
by motorists; air and noise pollution levels are phenomenally high; many
footpaths are not in a good condition; many areas are poorly lit at night; poor
drainage leads to flooding during the rainy season; a large number of poor
people are seen loitering and begging on the streets and near religious places;
and many children from poor families are addicted to drugs. These continuing
problems indicate that not much attention is being given to inclusive
development and the uplifting of poorer sections of society. As the SCM enters
its next phase in 2020 (i.e., Smart City Mission 2.0), it is increasingly necessary
to have plans and strategies in place to comprehensively address these
prevailing problems.
To conclude, the NDMC and the SPV that is responsible for transforming
the NDCC into a smart area must intensify their efforts and expand the scope
of their work to achieve this goal. The end result of the ambitious programme
should not just be implementation of a few technology-based projects but
holistic development. Further, large parts of Delhi outside the NDCC area,
under the jurisdiction of the three Municipal Corporations of Delhi, exhibit an
inferior quality of life and low levels of development. It is only when ‘smart’
solutions are also applied to such areas that Delhi can be truly considered a
smart city.
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